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Abstract
In this paper a very simple HPSG analysis for partial verb phrase fron
ting is described A minor change in the feature geometry of signs is su
cient to cope with spurious ambiguity problems previous accounts had
A problem with illformed signs that are admitted by all former HPSG
accounts for partial verb phrase fronting known so far will be explained and
a solution will be suggested that uses the dierence between combinatoric
relations of signs and their representation in word order domains
 
Thanks to Frank Keller and Andreas Kathol for comments on an earlier version of this
paper Thanks to Uta Waller for proofreading
  INTRODUCTION  
  Introduction
In recent years several dierent analyses for partial verb phrase fronting have be
en proposed Pollard   Nerbonne  	 Baker  	 Hinrichs and Nakazawa
 	b
 The most promising account so far is that of Hinrichs and Nakazawa This
account however suers from some drawbacks that will be discussed in section 
I will present a rather simple account that uses the standard nonloc mechanism
HPSG Pollard and Sag  	
 provides In section  I will discuss a problem
that arises for all accounts of partial verb phrase fronting underspecied comps
lists This problem will be solved by means of a new daughter licensing daughter

in a schema for the introduction of nonlocal dependencies
 The Phenomena
In German it is possible to front nonmaximal verbal projections
 
 
 a Besonders Einsteigern empfehlen m

ochte ich Quarterdeck Mosaic des
sen gelungene grasche Ober

ache und Benutzerf

uhrung auf angenehme
Weise

uber die ersten H

urden hinweghilft obwohl sich die Funktionalit

at
auch nicht zu verstecken braucht

b Viel anfangen konnte er damit nicht

c Bei der Polizei angezeigt hatte das K

anguruh ein Autofahrer nachdem
es ihm vor die K

uhlerhaube gesprungen war und dabei fast angefahren
wurde


 a Erz

ahlen wird er seiner Tochter ein M

archen
tell will he his daughter a fairy tail
He will tell his daughter a fairy tale
b Erz

ahlen m

ussen wird er seiner Tochter ein M

archen
tell must will he his daughter a fairy tale
He will have to tell his daughter a fairy tale
In a series of papers Hinrichs and Nakazawa argued for a special rule schema
that combines the verbs of a socalled verbal complex before the arguments of the
involved verbs are combined with the verbal complex Because the verbal complex
is built before any nonverbal argument of a verb gets saturated it is possible to
account for phenomena like auxiliary ip 


  da er seiner Tochter ein M

archen wird erz

ahlen k

onnen
that he his daughter a fairy will tell beableto
that he will be able to tell his daughter a fairy tale
 
The examples  and  are taken from Hinrichs and Nakazawa 		
b See also Johnson
	 Nerbonne 	

ct 		 p 

Wochenpost 
	 p 


taz 		 p 
 THE PHENOMENA 
In 
 the verb wird is serialized to the left of the verbal complex it governs This
can be explained easily if it is assumed that erz

ahlen and k

onnen are combined
before any nonverbal complement gets saturated

Since the verbal complex is analyzed as a constituent the fronting of erz

ahlen
m

ussen in b
 can be explained as well There is no problem with sentences
like those in 
 for the standard nonloc mechanism Erz

ahlen m

ussen is a
constituent in the nonfronted position in 	
 and the same holds if the verbal
complex is fronted
	
 Er wird seiner Tochter ein M

archen erz

ahlen m

ussen
There are however examples where a partly saturated verbal complex is fronted

 a Seiner Tochter ein M

archen erz

ahlen wird er
b Ein M

archen erz

ahlen wird er seiner Tochter
c Ein M

archen erz

ahlen wird er seiner Tochter m

ussen
d Seiner Tochter erz

ahlen wird er das M

archen
A verb may appear in the Vorfeld with some of its arguments leaving other
arguments in the Mittelfeld 
As 
 shows it is possible for a PP in the Mittelfeld to modify a fronted verbal
complex

 Den Kanzlerkandidaten ermorden wollte die Frau mit diesem
the chancellorcandidate kill wanted the woman with this
Messer
knife
The woman wanted to kill the candidate with this knife
Sentences like a
 are ungrammatical It is not possible to front parts of the
verbal complex that would be located in the middle of the verbal complex in a
verb nal sentence b


 a  M

ussen wird er ihr ein M

archen erz

ahlen
must will he her a story tell
b  weil er ihr ein M

archen erz

ahlen m

ussen wird

Bouma and van Noord 		 developed a totally at analysis that combines all verbs and
all of their arguments in one step It might be the case that an account for sentences like i
can be developed that is compatible to the at structure hypothesis but the analysis of i is
straight forward if one assumes that lieben wollen and lieben m

ussen are constituents and h

atte
is ipped over the coordination of those constituents
i Ich liebte ihn und ich f

uhlte da er mich auch geliebt hat oder doch da
I loved him and I felt that he me too loved has or but that
er mich h

atte lieben wollen oder lieben m

ussen Hoberg 	 p 
he me had love want or love must
I loved him and I felt that he loved me too or rather that he wanted to love me or
that he should have loved me
 THE ANALYSIS 
The fronting of partial adjective phrases is also possible

 a Treu will Karl seiner Frau sein
faithful wants Karl his wife be
Karl wants to be faithful to his wife
b Treu sein will Karl seiner Frau
Faithful be wants Karl his wife
c Gespannt darf man darauf sein wieweit die
insuspense can one thison be towhatdegree the
PCTerminals Akzeptanz nden werden

PCTerminals acceptance nd will
We can remain in suspense what concerns the degree to which PC ter
minals will be accepted
d Stolz bin ich nicht auf meinen Bart sondern darauf ihn zu
proud am I not of my beard but thisof him to
zeigen

show
Im not proud of my beard itself but I am proud of showing it
Like 
 
 is ungrammatical

  Sein will Karl seiner Frau treu
be wants Karl his wife faithful
 The Analysis
  Basic Assumptions
  Word Order Domains and Binary Branching Structures
In what follows I assume a version of HPSG that deviates from standard HPSG
in that the surface string of a phrasal sign is not determined by a relation that
relates the phon values of a sign to the phon values of its daughters Pollard
and Sag   p  
 Instead I follow Reapes  	
 approach Reape assumes
word order domains as an additional level of representation In such a domain
all daughters of a head occur These domains dier from the daughter list in that
the serialization of elements in a domain signs
 correspond to the surface order
of the words in the string LPconstraints apply to elements of the order domain
Another basic assumption of Reape is that constituents may be discontinuous
Instead of having  or  schemata for combining heads with their complements
like Pollard and Sag  	
 I use only one very general headcomplement schema

ct 
	 p 


taz 		 p 
 THE ANALYSIS 	
It admits exactly one complement in the compdtrs list which leads to binary
branching structures

Schema  HeadComplement Schema
 
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To allow for scrambling complements are inserted into the domain of their heads
by the following implication
Domain Formation
 



dtrs
	
headcomplementstructure


phrasalsign




 
 









dtrs
 



headdtrjdom  
compdtrs 




dom     










 

A head already contains an appropriate description of its syntactic and semantic
properties in its domain
The  is the shue relation as used by Reape  	
 The shue relation holds
between three lists A B and C i C contains all elements of A and B and the
order of the elements of A and the order of elements of B is preserved in C So if
a and b are elements of A and a precedes b in A it has to precede b in C as well
The phon value of a phrasal sign is the concatenation of the phon values of its

I use lists instead of sets for representing nonlocal information This is due to problems
that arise from the understanding of sets in HPSG See M

uller 		a and M

uller 		b
for details
 THE ANALYSIS 
domain elements
	
phrasalsign


 
 





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


phon       n
dom

 

phon  
sign


    
 

phon n
sign













  

In   
  corresponds to the append relation
The positioning of one constituent in the Vorfeld is accounted for by schema 
	
Schema  HeadFiller Schema
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initial is a binary feature that has the value  for heads that are serialized headinitial
and the value  for headnal serialization As I do not assume that there are basic and derived
positions for verbs I do not use the feature inverted inv for this purpose
In M

uller 		c M

uller 		b I use a generalized version of this schema that can explain
other instances of leftward movement as well
 THE ANALYSIS 
Like complements llers are inserted into the domain of their heads
 



dtrs
	
headllerstructure


phrasalsign




 
 


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







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dtrs
 




headdtrjdom  
fillerdtr 


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

dom    
D

E
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

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





 

It is thus possible to account for linearization phenomena in sentences with mul
tiple extraposed constituents
 

The following LPconstraint states that a ller has to be serialized to the left of
the verb in initial position
Filler  V INI
 

Due to other LPconstraints complements and adjuncts are serialized to the right
of ini verbs and nonextraposed complements and adjuncts are serialized to the
left of ini verbs ie in the Mittelfeld 
Schema  licenses headadjunct structures
Schema   HeadAdjunct Schema
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Again the adjunct daughter is inserted into the domain of the head Hence the
free appearance of adverbs in the Mittelfeld is explainable
Figure   shows the syntax tree for the sentence  	

 	
 Gab der Frau der Mann gestern das Buch
Gave the woman the man yesterday the book
Did the man give the book to the woman yesterday
 

For details on extraposition and word order domains see Kathol and Pollard 		 and
M

uller 		b
 THE ANALYSIS 
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Figure   Analysis for Gab der Frau der Mann gestern das Buch
 THE ANALYSIS 
  The Verbal Complex
As Hinrichs and Nakazawa  	a
 have shown it is reasonable to assume a sche
ma that licenses the verbal complex in addition to the head complement schema
Hinrichs and Nakazawa introduced the concept of argument attraction into the
HPSG framework When a verbal complex is built two verbs are combined and
the resulting sign inherits all arguments from both verbs In their paper Hinrichs
and Nakazawa treat verbal complements as ordinary complements that are inclu
ded in the comps list of their heads It has however proven useful to distinguish
the verbal complement from other complements Rentier  	a Kathol  
M

uller  a
 The merits of this move will be discussed shortly For the purpose
of representing the information on verbal complements the feature vcomp is in
troduced Its value is a synsemobject if the verb embeds another verb and none
otherwise The entry in the stem lexicon for the future tense auxiliary werden
will
 is illustrated in  

werden
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From this stem the morphology component produces the nite form shown in
 
 In German almost any complement of a verb can be fronted subjects as
well as objects Therefore for nite forms the subject is included into the comps
list from where extraction is possible For nonnite forms the subject does not
appear on comps but stays in the subj list
  
wird 
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  
See Kiss 		 for details
 THE ANALYSIS 
The following schema licenses verb cluster structures
 
Schema  Verb Cluster Schema
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A head is combined with its verbal complement    
 The resulting sign is a verbal
complex or a part of a verbal complex It is marked lex because no nonverbal
complements have been saturated so far The resulting verbal complex can in
turn be embedded
 
  weil er ihm ein M

archen erz

ahlen lassen hat
because he him a fairy tale tell let has
because he had somebody tell him a fairy tale
 
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 
Domain formation in verb cluster structures will not be considered in depth For details see
M

uller 		b
 THE ANALYSIS  
  The lex Feature
The lex feature in the entry for werden ensures that a matrix verb is combined
with its verbal complement before the verbal complement is saturated by one
of its complements It is therefore possible to avoid multiple structures in the
Mittelfeld 
 
 
 a Er wird seiner Tochter ein M

archen erz

ahlen m

ussen
b Er wird seiner Tochter ein M

archen erz

ahlen m

ussen
c Er wird seiner Tochter ein M

archen erz

ahlen m

ussen
But precisely those constituents that have to be avoided in the Mittelfeld are
needed in the Vorfeld  This is problematic for all theories which assume that
all phrases that appear in the Vorfeld can also appear in the Mittelfeld  The
examples in 
 show that this is not the case
 

 a Man wird ja wohl noch fragen d

urfen ob einer links
one will yes well still ask may whether somebody left
oder rechts w

ahlt
or right votes
It should be allowed to ask somebody whether he votes for left or for
rightwing parties
b Fragen ob einer links oder rechts w

ahlt wird man ja wohl noch d

urfen
c  Man wird ja wohl noch fragen ob einer links oder rechts w

ahlt d

urfen
 
 a Hunde f

uttern die Hunger haben w

urde wohl jeder
dogs feed that hunger have would well everyone
Presumably everyone would feed dogs that are hungry
b   da wohl jeder Hunde f

uttern die Hunger haben w

urde
c  da wohl jeder Hunde die Hunger haben f

uttern w

urde
d  da wohl jeder Hunde f

uttern w

urde die Hunger haben

 a Giftige Schlangen gibt es hier keine
poisonous snakes gives it here none
No poisonous snakes are to be found here
 
Note that this is the only purpose lex has in my grammar lex has the value  if a head
was combined with a complement and  otherwise So if an unsaturated verb is combined with
an adjunct its lex value is still  This is not the way lex is seen in the standard framework
and therefore it might be reasonable to choose a dierent feature name However I decided to
stick with the name lex for historical reasons
 
 is taken from Reis 	 p   from Haider 		 p 	 and  is taken from
Kiss 		
 p 	
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b  Hier gibt es keine giftige Schlangen
c Hier gibt es keine giftigen Schlangen
here gives it no poisonous snakes
d  Giftigen Schlangen gibt es hier keine
Very complicated mechanisms have been introduced to cope with the problem
of unwanted structures in the Mittelfeld Nerbonne  	 Hinrichs and Naka
zawa  	b
 I will suggest a very simple solution to the problem If it is the
case that an embedded verb or verbal complex has to be lex when verb and
complement are combined locally and if it is the case that this does not hold if
a nonlocal dependency is involved then the simplest solution is not to view lex
as a local feature If one assumes that lex lives under the path synsem instead
of synsemjloc then the problem turns into a nonissue
 
Figures  and  show the analyses of the sentences in 
 In the analysis of
a
 a trace functions as a verbal complement In b
 a trace for a verb is
modied by an adverb

 a Seiner Tochter erz

ahlen wird er das M

archen
b Vortragen wird er es morgen
recite will he it tomorrow
He will recite it tomorrow
Sentences like a
 repeated as 	
 are ruled out because wird selects a comple
ment in bseform that has the vcomp value none ie a complete verbal complex
	
  M

ussen wird er ihr ein M

archen erz

ahlen
must will he her a story tell
As erz

ahlen does not appear in any comps list it is not possible for the verb
to count as an argument of the fronted verbal complex that is saturated in the
Mittelfeld  This is the case in Pollards account Hinrichs and Nakazawa have to
block this case by stating type constraints on lists of attracted arguments With
a separate vcomp feature this problem disappears
The following sentences by Uszkoreit   p  
 can also be explained if one
assumes that idioms are analyzed as complex predicates

 a Die Leviten werden wir dem Burschen lesen
the Levites will we the scoundrel read
We shall teach this scoundrel a lesson
b Den Garaus werden wir dem Gesindel machen
the out will we the hoodlums make
Well kill those hoodlums
c Eine Abfuhr werden wir dem Aufwiegler erteilen
a removal will we the instigator give
Well tell the rabblerouser to shove o
 
Detmar Meurers found the same solution independently
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 2 NP[nom]
 4 NP[acc]
SLASH < 1 >]
 6 V[bse,LEX+,
SUBCAT  3 ,
_
SUBJ < 2 >,
LOC 1 [
S[fin,
SLASH < 1 >,
DOM <wird, er, das Märchen>]
F H
S[fin,
LEX+,
SUBJ < 2 >,
SUBCAT < 4 , 5 >]
HC
V [bse,
C
Seiner Tochter erzählen
SUBCAT  3 < 4 >,
DOM <seiner Tochter, erzählen>]
er
DOM < seiner Tochter erzählen, wird, er, das Märchen>]
H
V [LEX-,
das Märchen
V[fin,
SUBCAT < 2 >,
C H
DOM < wird , das Märchen>]
SLASH < 1 >,
wird
V[fin,
SUBCAT < 2 > +  3 ,
VCOMP  none,
V[fin,
VCOMP  6 ]
SUBCAT < 2 > +  3 ,
H
DOM < wird >]
SLASH < 1 >,
CL
 5 NP[dat]
Figure  Analysis of Seiner Tochter erz

ahlen wird er das M

archen
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 4 NP[acc]
V[fin,
SUBCAT < 2 > +  3 ,
VCOMP  6 ]
wird
CONT  5 ,
SLASH < 1 >]
 7 V[bse,
_
 2 NP[nom]
V 1 [bse,LEX+,
SUBJ < 2 >,
SUBCAT  3 < 4 >,
CONT  5 ]
es
HC
V[fin,
SUBCAT < 2 > +  3 ,
VCOMP  none,
SLASH < 1 >,
DOM <wird, morgen>]
V[fin,
SUBCAT < 2 >,
SLASH < 1 >,
H
                5 ]
ADV[MOD 7 ,
CONT  8 morgen( 5 ) &
morgen
A
6 V[bse,
CONT  8 ,
SLASH < 1 >,
DOM <morgen>]
H
DOM <wird, es, morgen>]
er
H
S[fin,
SLASH < 1 >,
DOM <wird, er, es, morgen>]
S[fin,
DOM <vortragen, wird, er, es, morgen>]
F
Vortragen
CL
Figure  Analysis of Vortragen wird er es morgen
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d In die Quere waren wir den Polizisten gekommen
in the way were we the police men come
We had gotten into the policemens way

 a  Lesen werden wir dem Burschen die Leviten
read will we the scoundrel the Levites
b  Machen werden wir dem Gesindel den Garaus
make will we the hoodlums the out
c  Erteilen werden wir dem Aufwiegler eine Abfuhr
give will we the instigator a removal
d  Gekommen waren wir den Polizisten in die Quere
come were we the police men in the way
Lesen read
 selects die Leviten via vcomp Like in them

ussen case lesen cannot
be moved into the Vorfeld because its vcomp value is not saturated Die Leviten
cannot be attracted by werden because it is not part of the comps list of lesen
If die Leviten would be selected via the comps list like suggested by Krenn and
Erbach  	
 the data in 
 would not be explainable
   The Problem of Underspecied comps Lists
In this section I will address a problem that seems to have gone unnoticed until
now All analyses that involve argument attraction admit signs with underspe
cied comps lists So in 
 wird is combined with a trace or a lexical rule is
applied to it The loc value of the verbal complement is put into slash and the
arguments of the verbal complement are attracted by the matrix verb This list of
arguments however is not instantiated in the resulting sign It remains variable
until the slash element becomes bound Therefore the HPSG principles admit
any kind of combination of totally unrelated signs Since the comps list of the
head is variable any constituent is a possible complement
 
As an HPSG theory
is assumed to be a set of constraints that describe well formed descriptions of
linguistic objects this is clearly not desirable If a grammar contains phonologi
cally empty elements traces relativizers and the like
 the set of illformed signs
will be innite because wird
i
could be combined with any number of empty
elements
 
It is clear that we want the matrix verb to behave in a very welldened way It
shall attract precisely those arguments of the fronted verbal projection that were
not saturated by this projection ie the matrix verb shall perform the argument
attraction that would take place in base position abstracting away from the
value of lex The desired eect can be reached if a rule schema is used for the
introduction of nonlocal dependencies To introduce a nonlocal dependency for
 
The same problem exists for analyses that treat verb second as verb movement Kiss and
Wesche 		 Netter 		
 
For a bottomup parser this would mean nontermination
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a verbal complex this schema requires an additional licensing condition to be
met The extracted element is licensed by an actually existing verbal projection
in the string When the hearer of a sentence hears the words that have to be
combined with a trace or introduce the nonlocal dependency in another way he
or she has already heard the phrase actually located in the Vorfeld  Therefore
the information about the nonlocal dependency is present and can be used to
license the extracted element The comps list of the extracted element is therefore
specied As the specied comps are attracted by the matrix verb the comps
list of the matrix verb does not contain any variables and hence our theory does
not admit signs that do not describe linguistic objects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Schema  shows how this is implemented A verbal complement of a matrix verb
is saturated The vcomp value of the resulting sign is none The loc value of the
saturated verbal complement is moved into slash This loc value is licensed by
another verbal projection that meets the local requirements of the matrix verb
but may be positioned in the Vorfeld  As there are no constraints for daughters
to be adjacent to each other there may be an arbitrary number of constituents
between the licensing daughter and the head daughter The licensing daughter
has a licensing function only and is not inserted into the domain of the resulting
sign   
 at this point of combination However an appropriate sign is inserted
into the domain of its head when the nonlocal dependency is bound
Schema  is the analogous for headadjunct structures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 Extraposition and Third Construction in Fron
ted Constituents
Netter    p 
 claims that the following sentences are problematic for a
theory of nonlocal dependencies that relates the fronted constituent to a trace

 a Versucht zu lesen hat er das Buch nicht
tried to read has he the book not
He didnt try to read the book
b Versucht einen Freund vorzustellen hat er ihr noch nie
tried a friend to introduce has he her yet never
He has never tried introducing a friend to her
This however is not true Both sentences can be seen as instances of the socalled
Third Construction
 
 The structure of the verbal complexes is the same as the
structure in 
 The only dierence between 
 and 
 is that a part of the
verbal complex is fronted
 
The name Third Construction was introduced by den Besten and Rutten 		 to describe
a similar phenomenon in Dutch Uszkoreit 	 p  uses the term Focus Raising
 EXTRAPOSITION AND THIRD CONSTRUCTION  

 a Deshalb hat er das Buch nicht versucht zu lesen
therefore has he the book not tried to read
b Deshalb hat er ihr noch nie versucht einen Freund
therefore has he her yet never tried a friend
vorzustellen
to introduce
I analyze Third Construction as a combination of argument attraction and ex
traposition So in b
 the phrase einen Freund vorzustellen is extraposed The
arguments of vorzustellen that are not saturated ihr
 are attracted by the go
verning verb versucht  and are saturated in the Mittelfeld  ie to the left of the
verbal complex
Figure 	 demonstrates how this works in detail
V[fin,
VCOMP none,
SLASH < 1 >]
SUBCAT < 2 > +  3 ,
SLASH < 1 >,
DOM <hat, ihr>]
SLASH < 1 >,
DOM <hat, er,  ihr>]
V[fin,
SUBCAT < >,
SUBJ < 2 >,
SUBCAT < 4 , 6 >]
V[inf,LEX+, 6 NP[acc]
SUBJ < 2 >,
 5 V[inf,LEX-,
SUBCAT < 4 >]
EXTRA +,SUBCAT  3 < 4 >,
SUBJ < 2 >,
VCOMP 5 ]
V [ppp,LEX+,
V[fin,
SUBCAT < >,
SLASH < >,
Versucht einen Freund vorzustellen
 2 NP[nom]
V[fin,
hat
VCOMP 1 ]
SUBJ < >,
SUBCAT < 2 > +  3 ,
V[fin,
SUBCAT < 2 >,
er
SUBJ < 2 >,
SUBCAT  3 < 4 >,
VCOMP none]
V  1 [ppp,LEX+,
ihr
4 NP[dat]
HC
H
F H
HLi
HC
HC
DOM <versucht einen Freund vorzustellen, hat, er,  ihr>]
CL
Figure 	 Analysis of Versucht einen Freund vorzustellen hat er ihr
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 Alternatives
The drawback of the approaches of Pollard  
 and Nerbonne  	
 are dis
cussed in Hinrichs and Nakazawa  	b
 The arguments against these approa
ches will not be repeated here Instead Hinrichs and Nakazawas approach will
be explained and the problems related to such an approach will be highlighted
Hinrichs and Nakazawa use a special PVPTopicalization Lexical Rule which is
shown in 
 in addition to a slightly modied version of the complement ex
traction lexical rule CELR
 Pollard and Sag  	 Chapter 
 For their me
chanism to work they changed the value of slash into a set of signs rather than
local objects
 	
This lexical rule produces a lexical entry from the bseform lexical
entry


The subject insertion lexical rule nitivization lexical rule
 is applied to
the output of 
 and produces the nite form 
 shows the result for the verb
werden With this entry and the schema  Hinrichs and Nakazawa can analyze
the sentence a
 as gure  shows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The fronted VP is saturated
 
The elements of the comps list of erz

ahlen are
contained in slash The comps list of wird is the concatenation of the slash
 	
Hinrichs and Nakazawa use the feature geometry outlined in Chapter 	 of Pollard and Sag
		
 For the shake of consistency with the notation I use throughout the paper I adapted
their notation


Note that the negative constraint on  is not sucient to block sentences like 	 The
attraction of adjectives has to be blocked too
 
Note that this is not necessarily the case in the present approach It is sometimes argued
that the fronted constituent has to be a maximal projection since extraposed constituents can
be attached to the verbal projection in the Vorfeld  But if one uses accounts for extraposition like
the ones proposed by Kathol and Pollard 		 or Keller 		 the projection an extraposed
constituent is attached to can have an arbitrary saturation
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PVP Topicalization Lexical Rule by Hinrichs and Nakazawa
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Figure  Analysis of Erz

ahlen wird er seiner Tochter ein M

archen using Hinrichs
and Nakazawas approach
 ALTERNATIVES  
list and the subj list of the embedded verbal complex If the slash element
introduced by the PVP Topicalization Lexical Rule is bound the comps list of
wird gets instantiated It then contains precisely those elements extracted from
the verbal complex They are saturated as complements of the matrix verb and
therefore located in theMittelfeld  to the right of the nite verb The specication
of the comps list in the output description as a list that does not contain verbal
elements is necessary to block the argument attraction of verbal complements If
verbal complements are listed under vcomp this specication of a list type is
not needed
The structure sharing of comps in the input description blocks the application
to nite forms of auxiliaries This blocks the fronting of the subject together with
parts of the verbal complex and avoids spurious ambiguities
 
  Er erz

ahlen wird ihr das M

archen
he tell will her the fairy tale
The structure sharing makes the fronting of verbal complexes in passive con
structions impossible if passive is described as object to subject raising Pollard
 	


 Gelesen wurde das Buch oft
read was the book often
The book was read a lot
In passive constructions a change in argument structure takes place So the PVP
rule could not be applied to the passive auxiliary werden To remedy this defect
one would have to specify the vform in the input description as nonnite One
could then omit the structure sharing of the comps lists However whether one
changes the rule or not it remains the case that the PVP rule has to be applied
before the nitivization lexical rule This means that either a nite form has to be
produced from a bseform or in a system that has a somewhat more elaborated
morphology component the PVP rule would have to map stems to stems Then
the PVP rule would be the only rule known so far that leaves the major category
the same and only changes just valance specications of stems
A more serious problem that was pointed out by Hinrichs and Nakazawa them
selves is posed by sentences like 


  Gewut da Peter
i
schl

agt habe ich sie
i

known that Peter hit have I her
I knew that Peter hit her
In 
 sie is extracted from the complement sentence of gewut  and then in
serted into the comps list of habe and saturated in the Mittelfeld  The same
problem arises for other constructions if they are analyzed by means of nonlocal
dependencies

	
 a Da
i
hatte Karl 
i
mit gerechnet
this had Karl with countedon
Karl expected this

For an analysis of stranded prepositions in terms of nonlocal dependencies see Rentier
		
b and M

uller 		c
 PROBLEMS 
b   
i
mit gerechnet  hatte da
i
Karl

 a Bus
i
will Karl 
i
fahren
bus wants Karl drive
Karl wants to go by bus
b  
i
fahren will Karl bus
i

Another problem is the treatment of adjuncts that remain in the Mittelfeld 

 Gelesen hat er oft in der Vorlesung
read has he often in the lecture
He often read during the lecture
To allow oft and in der Vorlesung to modify gelesen nonlocal dependencies must
be introduced in the Vorfeld  This can be done with traces or with a schema but
a lexical rule probably would be more in the spirit of the approach of Hinrichs
and Nakazawa
As the value of slash is a set in the HPSG standard theory and in Hinrichs and
Nakazawas approach Hinrichs and Nakazawa cannot account for scope pheno
mena In German scope relations are coupled with serialization An adverb in
the Mittelfeld scopes out all other adverbs that are serialized to its right in the
Mittelfeld 

The adjuncts that were extracted from the fronted complex would
be inserted via the lexical rule 
 without any constraints on their order This
problem disappears if it is assumed that slash is a list rather than a set
Another problem with the lexical rule approch for adjunct fronting is that the
lexical rule produces an innite lexicon which is not possible to process without
lazy evaluation techniques

Even without a lexical rule for adjunct fronting an
innite number of nonlocal dependencies must be introduced which would lead
to nontermination in bottomup processing unless special processing techniques
are used
 Problems
 Fronting of Projections that Include Subjects
Sentences like the following are problematic for all accounts that use a subj
feature to single out the subject of non nite verbs

 a Und rate mal was dann gemacht wurde
Ein Witz erz

ahlt wurde
a joke
nom
told was
A joke was told
b Ein solch sch

ones Geschenk gemacht wurde mir noch nie
a such nice present
nom
made was me yet never
I never got such a nice present

Kasper 		
 claims that there is a class of adverbs that behaves dierntly but Kiss 		
p  has shown that this is wrong

See van Noord and Bouma 		

 PROBLEMS 
c Zwei M

anner erschossen wurden w

ahrend des Wochenendes

two men shot were during the weekend
Two men were shot during the weekend
In 
 the nominative noun phrases are subjects of the nite verb ie of wurde
A projection like ein Witz erz

ahlt cannot be obtained because ein Witz is not an
element of the subcat list of erz

ahlen
This problem is not restricted to the passive cases as 
 shows

 a Solch ein Fehler unterlaufen war ihm noch nie

such a mistake undergone was him still never
Until now he had never made such a mistake
b Viel passieren kann ihnen nicht

much happen can them not
Not much can happen to them
However if one assumes that the subject of ergative verbs and the subject in pas
sive constructions is contained in the subcat list it would be possible to analyze
the sentences in 


Sentences like 
 remain unexplainable

  Den S

anger jodeln l

at der K

onig
	
the singer
acc
yodel lets the king
nom
The king lets the singer yodel
In 
 den S

anger is the subject of jodeln and is fronted together with the
verb It nevertheless receives case from the nite verb Case assignment usually
interacts either with positions of elements on the comps list Heinz and Matia
sek  	 M

uller  b
 or with a specially marked element designated argu
ment prominent argument
 Lebeth  	
 Both accounts cannot explain sen
tences like 

 Adjectives in the Verbal Complex
If adjectives are a part of the verbal complex it remains unclear how sentences
like 	
 could be explained
	
 a Ich sah keinen Grund eifers

uchtig zu sein und war es doch


I saw no reason jealous to be and was it yet
I did not see a reason for being jealous but I nevertheless was jealous
b Ich sah keinen Grund eifers

uchtig zu sein und bin es
I saw no reason jealous to be and have it
dennoch gewesen
nevertheless been

Webelhuth 	 p 

Uszkoreit 	 p  see also Haider 	 p 

News Magazine Tagesthemen 	

Cf Perlmutter 	 Baker 		

	
Oppenrieder 		 p 


Hoberg 	 p 	
 PROBLEMS 	
The pronoun es refers to eifers

uchtig and is positioned in the Mittelfeld  In 	b

es is separated from the verbal complex by an adverb One could argue that the
sentences in 	
 are analogous to those in 	 
 ie that there is a incoherent
construction for copulas and adjectives
 
	 
 a Karl versuchte gestern den Schatz zu nden und Peter wird
karl tried yesterday the treasure to nd and Peter will
es morgen versuchen
it tomorrow try
Karl yesterday tried to nd the treasure and Peter will do so
tomorrow
b  weil Karl gestern versuchte den Schatz zu nden
because Karl yesterday tried the treasure to nd
c  weil Karl den Schatz zu nden gestern versuchte
because Karl the treasure to nd yesterday tried
because it was yesterday that Karl tried to nd the treasure
In coherent constructions like 	
 the pronominalization is impossible 	a
 The
extraposition 	b
 and intraposition 	c
 of the innitive is excluded too
	
 a  Karl schien gestern den Schatz zu nden und Peter
Karl seemed yesterday the treasure to nd and Peter
wird es morgen scheinen
will it tomorrow seem
Intended Karl yesterday seemed to nd the treasure and Peter will
tomorrow seem to nd the treasure
b   weil Karl gestern schien den Schatz zu nden
because Karl yesterday seemed the treasure to nd
c   weil Karl den Schatz zu nden gestern schien
because Karl the treasure to nd yesterday seemed
	bc
 are explained if one assumes that there is no constituent den Schatz zu
	nden In coherent constructions the verbs form a verbal complex that cannot be
interrupted by adverbs

	c
 therefore is excluded 	b
 is ruled out because
scheinen obligatory raises all arguments of 	nden
So if one assumes that there are incoherent constructions for copula verbs one
can explain the serialization of the pronoun in 	
 but then one has to explain
the ungrammaticality of the extraposition of adjective phrases
	
 a  Karl ist gewesen auf seinen Sohn stolz
Karl has been of his son proud
Intended Karl was proud of his son
 
For the denition of the terms coherent and incoherent construction see Bech 	

This is a simplication as there are constructions like Verb Projection Raising For details
see Hinrichs and Nakazawa 		
a M

uller 		b
 CONCLUSION 
b  Karl ist gewesen stolz auf seinen Sohn
Karl has been proud of his son
In German maximal projections can be extraposed

Some kinds of extraposition
are marked like for instance the extraposition of NP complements But there are
examples for NP extraposition both from spoken and from written language
However 	
 seems to be completely out and I could not nd any example for
AP extraposition Intraposition also seems to be impossibel
		
 a   weil auf so einen Sohn stolz niemand ist
b   weil stolz auf so einen Sohn niemand ist
  Spurious Ambiguities
The sentence 	
 has two analyses
	
 Geholfen hat sie ihm das Buch zu lesen
helped has she him the book to read
She helped him read the book
In one analysis the phrase das Buch zu lesen is attracted as an argument and
saturated in the Mittelfeld  and in the other reading it is extraposed from the
fronted verbal projection This is not a problem for the account of Hinrichs and
Nakazawa as they explicitly block the attraction of verbal arguments Sentences
like 	b
 however are completely analogous
	
 a Karl hat nachgedacht dar

uber
Karl has thought aboutthis
b Nachgedacht hat Karl dar

uber
If no information about intonation is present ie if written language is analyzed
the extraposition reading might be excluded by stating the constraint that the
right sentence bracket must be occupied if a constituent is analyzed as extraposed
 Conclusion
A very simple solution for the PVP problem has been found A minor change in
the feature geometry of signs is su!cient to cope with the spurious ambiguity
problem of Pollards  
 account
The analysis that was argued for in this paper can account for adjuncts of fronted
elements that remain in the Mittelfeld  The assumption of an innite lexicon is
not necessary
A solution to the problem of underspecied comps lists was found This solution
makes use of a schema to introduce the nonlocal dependency An introduced non
local dependency is licensed by a phonologically realized element in the syntactic
analysis of a string At the point of combination this element plays a licensing

See M

uller 		b
References 
role only and does not appear in the surface string of the built sign This is pos
sible because two dierent levels of representation for combinatorial and order
information are used
The analysis is part of an implemented fragment of German M

uller  
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